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Rajasthan â€œThe Land of Kingsâ€• is the remarkable destination where tourists will come and enjoy a lot.
This royal state is eminent for its heritage culture, royalty, tradition, richness and multi-colored
lifestyle. It has richness and uniqueness in all aspects of life. At the time of sunset and sunrise, the
wonderful scenic view of sand dunes makes the tourists spellbound. Tourists feel like that they are
back in the time of royal families while exploring this miraculous place. The royal palaces and forts,
dazzling lakes and hills, amazing towns and villages, exotic wildlife, etc of the place magnetize the
tourists. On this amazing journey, visitors will cheer a lot with their close one.

This astounding state comprises with several beautiful attractions which will make your journey
memorable. The attractions of the place depict the superb and real picture of ancient India. Amber
fort is the major attraction of Rajasthan which grabs the attention of many tourists. You will explore
the fort through elephant ride which give you the special and exciting experience. The other
prominent attractions which you will visit are: Lake Palace, City Palace, Albert Hall Museum, Havelis
of Jaisalmer, Thar Desert, Mount Abu hill station, Fateh Sagar Lake, Lake Pichola, Chittorgarh Fort,
Dargah Sharif, Hawa Mahal, Shrinathji Temple, Sahelion Ki Bari, Jantar Mantar, Roopangarh Fort,
Jal Mahal, Sardar Samand Lake, Pushkar, Umaid Bhawan Palace, etc.

After exploring the above sightseeing destinations, if visitors want to go close to the natural
loveliness then they must enjoy the camel safari. This lovely safari makes your journey more
delightful. Tourists will also explore the scenic beauty of the desert and other beautiful attractions
through the safari. Rajasthan camel safari is the inimitable experience for every tourist without which
there charming journey of Rajasthan is incomplete.

Apart from the safari, those tourists who love to explore the wildlife will move towards the popular
wildlife sanctuaries of the state. Some of the famous sanctuaries are: Keoladeo National Park,
Ranthambore National Park, Sariska National Park, Mount Abu Sanctuary, Gajner Wildlife
Sanctuary, Sitamata Sanctuary, Tal Chapper Wildlife Sanctuary, Chambal Sanctuary, etc. The
exciting Rajasthan Wildlife Tours will give you a chance to see the number of wild animals in above
famous sanctuaries. Tourists can also do the shopping with delicious food. The homemade cuisines
and snacks are the specialty of the place, some are: dal-baati-churma, lapsi, varieties of pickles and
papads, mawa kachori, malpuas, unique soup recipes, ghevar, kairi ka paani, etc.

Trustworthy Tour operators in India will offers you the marvelous tour of Rajasthan, where you will
capture lots of lovely memories with new experiences. Come and explore this astonishing land for
an unforgettable and delightful journey.
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